San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) operates an extensive rail network in the San Francisco Bay Area. For more information, visit www.bart.gov.

Line Descriptions

- **Early Bird Express**: A limited number of Early Bird Express trains operate Monday through Friday before BART opens, between 4:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. These trains use the same platforms, are boarded on the same side, and are subject to the same rules as regular BART service.

- **BART Transfer**: Local Routes $1.25

- **Clipper® Users**: Get the Regional Day Pass discount on AC Transit, County Connection, WestCAT and Wheels.

- **Children under 5**: Ride free on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Youth**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Senior**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Disabled**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **No Fare**: Ride free on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Fixed-route Far**: A fixed-route fare is required on routes that do not offer transfers. A limited number of Early Bird Express trains operate Monday through Friday before BART opens, between 4:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. These trains use the same platforms, are boarded on the same side, and are subject to the same rules as regular BART service.

- **Children under 5**: Ride free on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Youth**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Senior**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Disabled**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **No Fare**: Ride free on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Fixed-route Far**: A fixed-route fare is required on routes that do not offer transfers. A limited number of Early Bird Express trains operate Monday through Friday before BART opens, between 4:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. These trains use the same platforms, are boarded on the same side, and are subject to the same rules as regular BART service.

- **Children under 5**: Ride free on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Youth**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Senior**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **Disabled**: Fare is half price, on AC Transit Line 701.

- **No Fare**: Ride free on AC Transit Line 701.